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Frontispiece: German cavalry soldiers parade through Berlin on their
way to the front, August 1914. In the German capital, as elsewhere in
Europe, the outbreak of World War I was greeted with considerable
enthusiasm.
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NOTABLE FIGURES
BERCHTOLD, LEOPOLD

VON

(1863–1942). Berch-

told believed that Serbia presented a grave threat to the
survival of Austria-Hungary, which he served as foreign
minister.

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG, THEOBALD VON (1856
–1921). The German chancellor is believed to have formulated the abortive plan by which Austria would defeat
Serbia before Europe’s Great Powers had a chance to
intervene.

BISMARCK, OTTO

(1815–1898). One of

VON

Theobald von
Bethmann-Hollweg

Franz Ferdinand

Kaiser Wilhelm

of localizing the conflict between Austria and Serbia; later
he undermined the peacemaking efforts of Kaiser Wilhelm.

MOLTKE, HELMUTH JOHANNES LUDWIG VON
(1848–1916). As head of the German General Staff,
Moltke advocated a preventive war against Russia and
France, and he undercut the kaiser’s last-minute efforts to
avert a European conflict.

Europe’s ablest statesmen, he masterminded the unification of Germany and thereafter guided its foreign policy
for nearly two decades as chancellor.

tried unsuccessfully to work with his cousin, Kaiser Wilhelm II, to avoid war during the final days of July 1914.

CONRAD VON HÖTZENDORF, FRANZ (1852–1925).

POINCARÉ, RAYMOND (1860–1934). In the years

The chief of staff of the Austrian army, he delayed attacking
Serbia after the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, thereby
making it much more likely that a general European war
would occur.

FRANZ FERDINAND (1863–1914). The archduke,
heir to the throne of Austria-Hungary, was assassinated in
Sarajevo.

GREY, SIR EDWARD (1862–1933). Britain’s foreign
secretary, Grey made various proposals to avoid war during July of 1914 but pushed strongly for Britain’s entry on
the side of France and Russia after Germany violated Belgium’s neutrality.

JAGOW, GOTTLIEB

VON

(1863–1935). Germany’s

foreign minister, he formulated the unsuccessful strategy
6

NICHOLAS II (1868–1918). The czar of Russia, he

leading up to World War I, Poincaré, president of France
from 1913 to 1920, advocated close ties with Russia and
Britain but was not considered anti-German.

PRINCIP, GAVRILO (1894?–1918). A Bosnian Serb
nationalist, he assassinated Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo.

TISZA, ISTVÁN (1861–1918). The prime minister of
Hungary opposed a quick strike against Serbia following
the assassination of Franz Ferdinand.

WILHELM II (1859–1941). After becoming kaiser in
1888, Wilhelm steered Germany on an erratic course that
frequently heightened international tensions; his efforts to
resolve the war crisis of 1914 were undermined by German generals and government officials.
7

Franz Ferdinand and his wife,
Sophie, sit in the backseat of the
motorcar that will take them
through the streets of Sarajevo,
June 28, 1914. Among the throngs
of people lining the archduke’s
parade route was Bosnian Serb
nationalist Gavrilo Princip (bottom left), the leader of a plot to
assassinate the heir to the AustroHungarian throne.

1
INCIDENT IN
SARAJEVO

O

n a June morning more than 90 years ago, five
men and a woman climbed into an open motorcar for a short ride through the streets of Saraje-

vo. Before the automobile set out, a photographer snapped
a picture. He could not have known that within a few minutes, two of the people in his photo would be dead.
This was a time when emperors and kings still ruled
many areas—and, in fact, the man in the backseat of the
9
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motorcar in the photo was heir to an important

central Europe. Within the borders of this Texas-sized

throne. Archduke Franz Ferdinand would become

realm lived approximately 50 million people. They

the ruler of Austria-Hungary upon the death of his

came from nearly a dozen national groups, each

aged uncle, Emperor Franz Joseph, who was then in

speaking its own language and retaining its own cus-

the 66th year of his reign.

toms. The most important of these peoples were the

Austria-Hungary—also known as the Dual Monarchy—stretched across some 260,000 square miles in

Germans, the Magyars, and the Slavs.
Politically, Germans dominated Austria-Hungary’s
ethnic hodgepodge, but they constituted less than onequarter of its total population. And that made govern-
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diers kept a lid on nationalist tensions.
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kans, at the southernmost extent of Austria-Hungary’s
territory. Here, in the province of Bosnia-Herzegovina,
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Nowhere was this attitude stronger than in the Bal-

200

It was for the purpose of observing the army’s

S e a
Crete

annual maneuvers that Franz Ferdinand journeyed
from the Austrian capital of Vienna to Bosnia in June

Austria-Hungary’s southernmost province, Bosnia-Herzegovina, was
a hotbed of Slavic nationalist agitation. Some of it was encouraged by
people in neighboring Serbia.

1914. The archduke had decided to combine his official duties with a weekend holiday, bringing his wife,
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Sophie, along with him. She can be seen next to

far north and west as Hungary. In 1529, the armies of

Franz Ferdinand, wearing a white dress and shading

the Ottoman sultan even reached the gates of Vienna,

her face with a parasol, in the photograph taken

and it appeared that the Muslim Turks might overrun

before their motorcade started out on its drive

all of Christian Europe.

through the Bosnian town of Sarajevo. The trace of a

That did not happen, and from the 17th century

smile seems to play across Sophie’s face, and we must

on, the Ottoman Empire suffered a long decline.

assume she was happy: this day, June 28, was her

Corruption and governmental incompetence ate

wedding anniversary.

away at the empire from within, while countries that

CONSPIRACY

the Turks had earlier menaced—including Russia and
Austria—pressed on it relentlessly from without. By

For seven young men in the crowd lining the route

the mid-1800s, the other major European powers

of the archduke’s motorcade, June 28 was also a date

scorned the Ottoman Empire as “the Sick Man of

laden with meaning. On that date in 1389, a Turkish

Europe.”

army had defeated Serb forces at the Battle of Koso-

In 1878, after enduring a military defeat at the

vo. Ethnic Serbs considered this the end of the

hands of Russia, the Ottomans were essentially

medieval kingdom of Serbia, which had controlled

forced out of the Balkans by a settlement that the

much of the Balkan Peninsula. What followed was

European powers imposed at the Congress of Berlin.

centuries of rule—and, Serbs believed, repression—

The congress decided to recognize Serbia and Mon-

by the Ottoman Turks.

tenegro as independent states. Bosnia and Herzego-

The Balkans weren’t the only region conquered by

vina were to remain part of the Ottoman sultan’s

the Turkish Ottoman Empire, however. At its height,

realm in name, but Austria-Hungary was given actual

the empire, whose beginnings date to about 1300,

authority to administer the twin provinces.

controlled Anatolia (the part of modern-day Turkey

Not everyone was pleased by this settlement.

that lies within Asia), a large swath of territory in

Some in the newly independent Serbia believed that

northern Africa, much of the Middle East, the Cauca-

their country should include more territory, including

sus region and part of southern Russia, and Europe as

Bosnia and Herzegovina, which they considered a
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part of historical Serbia. Some ethnic Serbs in Bosnia

move. It appeared that the assassination attempt

and Herzegovina agreed, while others simply resent-

would fail.

ed the Austrian military occupation. Intrigues and
plots were hatched, and broken up, frequently.

Upon arriving at city hall, the archduke listened to
a welcoming speech by Sarajevo’s mayor, then deliv-

The situation became more volatile after 1908,

ered a few brief remarks of his own. After the cere-

when officials in Vienna decided to annex Bosnia and

mony, he insisted on going to the hospital to visit the

Herzegovina. In response, a secret group known as

people who had been wounded in the bomb attack.

the Black Hand was formed. Its members, who

On the way, the driver of the lead car took a wrong

included officers in the Serbian army, were extreme

turn and, realizing his mistake, braked to turn

nationalists dedicated to unifying all the lands where

around. As fate would have it, Franz Ferdinand’s car

Serbs lived by whatever means necessary.

stopped directly in front of the leader of the Bosnian

On the morning of June 28, 1914, as Franz Ferdi-

Serb conspirators, Gavrilo Princip. The youth

nand’s motorcar made its way toward the Sarajevo

stepped forward, pulled out his revolver, and fired

city hall, seven young Bosnians in the crowd clutched

twice, hitting Sophie in the stomach and Franz Ferdi-

weapons they had received from a Black Hand officer.

nand in the neck. Both died quickly.

Their mission: to kill the archduke.

The assassinations set in motion a chain of events

At a bridge, one of the conspirators, Nedjelko

that would result in the bloodiest conflict the world

Cabrinovic, stepped forward and hurled a bomb. But

had ever seen: the First World War. By the time this

it sailed over the archduke’s motorcar, exploding in

conflict ended in November 1918, more than 40 mil-

the street. Fragments injured about a dozen specta-

lion people had died or been wounded. Yet the

tors, as well as several people in the car that followed

murders in Sarajevo, by themselves, did not cause

Franz Ferdinand’s. Because the crowd was so large

World War I to begin, as is sometimes assumed.

and noisy, however, few people heard the explosion or

Many factors were at work in the outbreak of the

realized that anything out of the ordinary had taken

fighting during the summer of 1914.

place. The motorcade proceeded toward the city hall,
passing other conspirators, but none of them made a

